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Flooring Accessories
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								High-Quality Hybrid, Timber, Laminate & Vinyl

Addressing Your Flooring Needs In Melbourne Is Our Number One Priority. We Can Provide You With a FREE Measure And Quote For Any Installation Service.
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            Our Collections

The Floorset Group are your source for premium hardwood timber, vibrant hybrids, high-quality carpet and much more. Explore our collections today.
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        Best Offers

Never miss out on our special flooring offers
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					There are 9 more colours in this collection
							

			
		View Details	
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					There are 7 more colours in this collection
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		Arizona Collection
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					There are 6 more colours in this collection
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        Installation

The Floorset Group supply and install premium flooring throughout Melbourne. Get a quote for installation near you!
        Get A Free Quote
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                    Flooring Suppliers in Melbourne – Affordable Installation and Free Measurement

Based in Prahran, Floorset supply and install high-quality flooring for Melbourne homes and businesses. Sourced from leading local and international brands, we supply everything from engineered timber to laminate, nylon, carpet, parquet, bamboo and modern hybrids. No matter which style you prefer, Floorset provide a huge selection of colours to match your interior.

Whether you are renovating a small apartment or moving into a new office, we are here to tailor the perfect flooring solution. Once your selection is finalised, our fully qualified team will carry out a free measurement and provide a quote. We then carry out a no-fuss installation on time and on budget.

Engineered Timber & Parquet Flooring

Timber is timeless. From engineered hardwood to parquet and bamboo, the addition of a timber floor can instantly elevate any interior setting. Here at Floorset, we search far and wide to collate a fine selection of hardwood flooring for Melbourne designers, renovators and home owners.

While we never compromise on quality, Floorset maintain a strong commitment to affordable pricing. Through regular offers and low installation costs, our clients gain access to premium flooring at prices that won’t stretch the budget.

Hybrid & Carpet Flooring

Whether you shop online or in-store, Floorset offer direct access to a range of classic and cutting-edge flooring solutions. Our carpet collections provide a comfortable, cozy and warm surface, while modern hybrid flooring deliver a hard-wearing vinyl finish with the robust strength of a laminate base.

Regardless of the style, quality is always the most important factor. Floorset source all products from trusted brands and manufacturers, ensuring that flooring arrives to your property in premium condition and holds up over the long term. In addition, we also stock premium tiles and flooring accessories for Melbourne locals.

At Floorset, we serve across Melbourne, including suburbs Balwyn, Brighton, Camberwell, Canterbury, Caulfield, Glen Iris, Kew, Hawthorn, Malvern, Prahran, Richmond, South Yarra, Southbank, St Kilda and Surrey Hills. Get in touch for a free quote on our installation services today.

Visit Our Shop

From hardwood to laminate and carpet, our Melbourne showroom features high-quality products from leading local and international flooring brands. The entire Floorset range is also available right here online. Follow the link and start browsing today!
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                                Professional, friendly and honest. I can't recommend Floorset highly enough. Very easy to communicate with, ensuring a perfect outcome that was exactly what we wanted.
                            

                            Jacki Laszczyk
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Andrew Corke
1698315006

We have used the team at Floorset for all our bedrooms, they are really helpful in choosing the right carpet and were terrific at the installation. I recommend them to everyone.
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Andrew McKellar
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Very happy with the job Cyrus and his team did. Our job was a little bit more complicated as the floors were being done at the same time as a kitchen re-fit, but Cyrus was very flexible in working around this as well as the difficulties of replacing flooring when you are living in the residence at the same time. Our floors weren’t great to begin with and needed some additional work which was done without fuss and once completed the finished product is fantastic. Cyrus is very knowledgeable and helpful and priced well with no hidden extras which jobs like this can often have. Would recommend highly.
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Kristin
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Cyrus and Floorset repaired my apartment and installed a new floor. Can’t thank Cyrus enough for all his help and for doing such an amazing job. :)
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Andrew Daniell
1687345455

I had an initial online inquiry with Floorset and the very helpful and friendly showroom lady arranged for Cyrus to visit my Windsor property and quote. He arrived as he said and was incredibly helpful, friendly and knowledgeable. Cyrus invited us to the showroom on Malvern Rd to view samples and select a hybrid floor to replace some pretty gross carpet in an older terrace house. There is an amazing selection and we settled on Iconic ‘Jasper’, a neutral light blonde wood. There was some further work required to level the old floorboards prior to laying, but the job Cyrus and his boys did is absolutely first rate. He was reliable, professional and knows his stuff. I felt absolutely confident and the end result is stunning. It’s lifted the whole place. Cyrus is a lot of fun and did so many other extra jobs whilst he was in the house. It was totally unexpected and very much appreciated. To have trades work on weekends is something incredible too! He also has great contacts for other work that I require as part of the facelift for this property. I have the second terrace house to be completed and I won’t look anywhere else than Floorset. Really impressive service and Cyrus is exceptional. Highly recommended.
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Babak Rasoulpour
1683981670

Great prices , very professional thanks to Cyrus , the job was done as promised
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These guys know how to get a tough job done. I had an old hardwood floor sitting on a ton of glue that had to be removed and replaced it with a modern hybrid floor boards. They did a great job dealing with it and when there was a delay the boss himself came over on the weekend to do the levelling and ensured the job was on schedule. The final result looks great. Thanks!
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Had floor replace by insurance.Flooring finish to a high standard.
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Ebony
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From the first point of contact to the end of the completed job everything was done professionally and with high quality. I’m very happy with my floorboards.
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Floorset provides a good variety of choices for timber flooring with good and reasonable prices. Their customer-focused service enables me to choose the right product with an affordable cost. Efficient and effective facilities allow me to get the timber goods within a couple of days.
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Cyrus and Floorset were a pleasure to work with. Cyrus is friendly, knowledgeable, responsive and helpful, and put our minds at ease through the whole process. We were kept regularly updated during the installation with phone calls and photos, and we are very happy with our new floors. Their prices and range of hybrid flooring were excellent. Would recommend and use again.
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1633845236

Purchased some beautiful engineered oak timber at Floorset at a great price and I could not be happier. The team is incredibly diligent and conscientious. The installation process was really smooth and fairly inexpensive, especially considering the amount of work done and level of details. Thanks again to the all team for this incredible work.
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We used them for a major 7 story residential building common area carpet replacement project and could not be happier with the service, the pricing, the prompt communication and the quality of the work provided. Would highly recommend.
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Ali mahboobian
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They were on time. Very happy with the outcome. Clean and affordable
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Ben Calcagno
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Ash and Morteza what can I say. Lovely people to begin with, and of course the job was done to perfection. I have a lot of time for these guys, extremely professional, very passionate, affordable, on time and because of their great knowledge of the products they sell, they guarantee all their work. You can't ask for any more than that. Thanks again for all your hard work and efforts on my home.I look forward to recommending you to family and friends in the future. Cheers!!
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Ash was professional and passionate about the product he was providing. This was the difference between him and all other quotes I received. There are a lot of different flooring options out there but for us this was the absolute standout. All I can really say is we received a superior product and a perfect finish with installation. You and your team have done an amazing job. Thanks. Michael.
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Professional, friendly and honest.I can't recommend Floorset highly enough. Very easy to communicate with, ensuring a perfect outcome that was exactly what we wanted.
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Nytiaini Rajanhindren
1613308378

Excellent customer service from the get-go. Cyrus and Ash opened their store longer than usual to accommodate my work schedule. Stellar product knowledge which addressed my needs to the tee. Bent over backwards just to ensure that my floors were done before I moved in and affordable too! Didnt need to worry about anything such as organising bins or switching off smoke alarms. These two and their team are floor specialists indeed!!
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So happy with the service, range of product and price. Ash and his installation team were wonderful, even ensuring repairs were completed on the flooring below the new carpet (our old floorboards were losing stability). We will use Floorset again when we complete renovating our daughters room, and highly recommend them for their carpet range and installation.
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